Learning depth and camera ego-motion from raw unlabeled RGB video streams is seeing exciting progress through self-supervision from strong geometric cues. To leverage not only appearance but also scene geometry, we propose a novel self-supervised two-stream network using RGB and inferred depth information for accurate visual odometry. In addition, we introduce a sparsity-inducing data augmentation policy for ego-motion learning that effectively regularizes the pose network to enable stronger generalization performance. As a result, we show that our proposed two-stream pose network achieves state-of-the-art results among learning-based methods on the KITTI odometry benchmark, and is especially suited for self-supervision at scale. Our experiments on a large-scale urban driving dataset of 1 million frames indicate that the performance of our proposed architecture does indeed scale progressively with more data.
Related Work
Self-supervised methods for depth and ego-motion estimation have become popular, as accurate ground-truth measurements rely heavily on more expensive and specialized equipment such as LiDAR and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS). One of the earliest works in self-supervised depth estimation [8] used the photometric loss as a proxy for supervision to learn a monocular depth network from stereo imagery. In this work, the authors leverage differentiable view-synthesis [17] to geometrically synthesize the left stereo image from the right image pair and the predicted left disparity, permitting a proxy loss to be imposed between the geometrically synthesized image and the actual image captured in a stereo camera. Zhou et al. [4] extend this self-supervision to the generalized multi-view case, and leverage constraints typically incorporated in Structure-from-Motion to simultaneously learn depth and camera ego-motion from monocular image sequences. Several works have extended this work further -engineering the loss function to handle errors in the photometric loss via flow [9, 18, 10] , robustly handling outliers in the loss [19, 20] , incorporating 3D constraints [11] , explicitly modelling dynamic object motion [21] , and employing stereo and monocular constraints in the same framework [5, 22, 23] . Teed and Deng [18] proposed an iterative method to regress dense correspondences from pairs of depth frames and compute the 6-DOF estimate using the Perspectiven-Point (PnP) [24] algorithm. Instead, in this work we show that performance in the self-supervised SfM regime critically depends on the choice of the model architecture and the specific ego-motion optimization task at hand. By drawing insights through ablation studies, we introduce a sparsityinducing image augmentation scheme to effectively regularize ego-motion learning, instead of only limiting such modifications to the underlying loss-function.
Multi-Stream architectures for multi-modal learning While recent works in self-supervised SfM learning have focused on tailoring the loss function [9, 10, 19] , a few methods following [13] have explored the space of network architectures for such tasks [22, 14, 19] . Godard et al. [19] used a novel architecture relying on a ResNet [25] backbone which is shared between the depth and the ego-motion network. In the context of multi-modal and multi-task learning, multi-stream architectures have been shown to perform remarkably well in different challenging problems such as object detection and classification [26, 27, 28] , action recognition [15, 29] , and image enhancement [30] . Chen et al. [26] uses a region proposal branch to construct a zenithal view of the LiDAR point cloud that is then applied over a depth and RGB stream. In [28] , the authors classify objects by using six separate convolutional branches, each receiving a different depth map view of the object under consideration. Chung et al. [27] approach multi-modal learning by feeding two siamese networks with RGB and optical flow features for the task of person re-identification. In other works [15, 30] , multistream architectures have been designed for multi-task learning where one of the streams guide the learning for the other parallel stream by providing aggregated context and additional conditioning information. Simonyan and Zisserman [15] employ a two-stream architecture separately utilizing single frames and multi-frame optical flow over each branch for action recognition and video classification. Following it, in [29] , authors study different architectures for the same objective, including inflated 3D convolutional ones. Inspired by both multi-task and multi-modal network architectures, we treat the RGB image and predicted monocular depth as two separate input modalities and introduce a two-stream architecture tailored for self-supervised ego-motion learning. Through experiments, we show that the proposed network architecture is able to extract and appropriately fuse RGB-D information from each of its branches to enable accurate ego-motion estimation.
3 Self-supervised Two-Stream Ego-motion Estimation
Method overview
As originally proposed in their work, Zhou et al. [4] define the task of simultaneously learning depth and pose from a monocular image stream and utilize the proxy photometric loss introduced in [8] to self-supervise both tasks. While Zhou et al. [4] and others [19, 10, 11, 12] have mostly limited to operating purely in the RGB domain, we note that depth prediction tasks naturally permit multi-modal and multi-task reasoning for further downstream processing.
To this end, we extend the formulation in [4] to consider the fusion of RGB and depth information within the pose network, via a two-stream network architecture. Figure 1 illustrates our overall self-supervised learning method with architecture details of our two-stream pose network. Our modified pose network f x : (I t , D t , I S , D S ) → x t→S estimates the 6-DOF ego-motion transformation Figure 1 : Our proposed self-supervised depth and camera ego-motion learning method. Contrary to previous self-supervised depth and pose estimation methods [4, 10] , the RGB (I s , I t ) and predicted depth (D s ,D t ) images from the source and target frames are used in two separate network streams in our modified PoseNet architecture. The resulting two-stream pose network is self-supervised, achieving state-of-the-art performance on the KITTI odometry benchmark [16] .
x t→s = ( R t 0 1 ) ∈ SE(3) between target frame I t and (temporally adjacent) source frames I s for s ∈ S, with the additional predicted depth information as inputs. This allows the proposed pose network to effectively fuse multi-modal RGB-D information for the task of ego-motion estimation, and is able to further decompose the task beyond reasoning over raw input image streams, as typically done in [4, 10, 5] . Our depth estimation network f d : I → D is based on the DispNet network architecture [31] , which is a baseline commonly used in the literature [4, 22] . The network employs a decoder with skip connections from the encoder's activation blocks and outputs depths at 4 scales. Depth at each scale is upsampled by a factor of 2 and concatenated with the decoder features to help resolve the depth and the next scale.
Two-stream ego-motion network
The proposed architecture for the ego-motion estimation task is shown in Figure 1 . Inspired by work in action recognition [29, 15] we propose to augment the commonly used ego-motion estimation network which relies only on RGB input [4, 8, 11] with a second modality by passing the estimated depth, along with the RGB, as inputs to the network. This modification allows the network to learn both appearance and geometry features, leading to better results.
The architecture consists of two towers, each processing one of the modalities as shown in Figure 1 . Each tower contains 8 convolutional layers plus a final average pooling layer and outputs the 6-DOF transformation between the input frames. The 6-DOF transformation is represented as 6 numbers (x, y, z) for the translation and (α, β, γ) for the rotation using the Euler parameterization. We experimented with other parameterizations for the rotation (e.g. log-quaternion [32] , or quaternion [33] ) but did not see any improvement.
We note that unlike related methods in the literature which process multiple frames (most methods usually process 3 frames to estimate ego-motion), our network is designed to process only two frames at a time. We show through experiments that this simple architecture is powerful enough to capture the complex dynamics of outdoor environments.
Self-supervised objective for depth and ego-motion learning
Following [4] , we formulate the self-supervised objective as the minimization of the proxy photometric loss imposed between the target image I t and the synthesized target imageÎ t generated from the source view. Notably, both the depth and pose networks are trained jointly via the same self-supervised proxy measure, rendering the two tasks strongly coupled with each other. The overall loss is composed of a robust appearance loss term estimated via Structural Similarity [34] , and a depth regularization term [8] . The robustness incorporated helps account for errors incurred due to occlusions and dynamic objects [19] .
Robust appearance-based loss Following [8, 4, 22, 14] we define the appearance-based matching loss between two images as the linear combination between an L1 loss and the Structural Similarity (SSIM) loss [34] given by:
The photometric loss as defined in Equation 1 is susceptible to errors induced by occlusions or dynamic objects. While the authors in [35] suggest clipping the photometric errors above a percentile to filter out errors, in practice we found that the auto-masking approach of [19] yields better results. Given target image I t , source image I s , and synthesized imageÎ t we define the masking term M r :
M r is a robust mask that allows us to filter out stationary pixels and pixels with little photometric variation [19] . Finally, we define the robust appearance matching loss between target image I t and context images I S as:
We note that L r is a per-pixel loss -we denote the term M r that filters out static pixels between I t and I s , and subsequently select the loss term with the lowest value across all context images in I S .
Depth smoothness loss In addition to the photometric term, we incorporate a multi-scale edgeaware term to regularize the depth in texture-less regions [8] :
L s (D t ) = |δ xDt |e −|δxIt| + |δ yDt |e −|δyIt| (4) Finally, the loss we optimize is:
Prior to computing L, we upsample the depth maps across all the scales to the resolution of the input image I t , following insights from [22, 35, 19] .
Sparsity-inducing data augmentation for ego-motion estimation
Our two-stream ego-motion model is more expressive, using dense information from both appearance and depth streams, and thus tends to overfit, as we show in the ablation section of our experiments (see Section 4.4). However, we know that only a subset of the input pixels are reliable and needed for direct robust visual odometry [36] , although it is challenging to estimate the optimal subset.
Consequently, we propose to leverage this insight in the form of an implicit spatial sparsity prior to regularize our ego-motion network. Our approach is based on data augmentation via sampling random noise patches to obfuscate certain parts of the input images and inferred depth maps. This training methodology induces the following hyperparameters: (i) the percentage of the image to be covered by random noise, and (ii) the size of each noise patch. Figure 2 shows an example of an image covered to varying degrees of obfuscation. We present details of the effects of this data augmentation step on training and test performances in Section 4.4, showing that it indeed reduces overfitting by learning more robust sparse features from the input images. Interestingly, we also find this to be at odds with depth estimation performance, as decribed in more details in Section 4.4.
Experiments

Datasets
To validate our contributions we use the standard KITTI dataset [16] . We compare against stateof-the-art methods on the KITTI odometry benchmark which consists of 11 sequences (00-10), and we use the training protocol described by [4] , i.e. we train on sequences 00-08 and test on sequences 09 and 10. Since our model is trained on monocular data, our output is unscaled, and we use the ground truth camera translation to scale our predictions. For a fair comparison with related methods, we follow [4, 19] and compute the scaling factor for each two-frame prediction using a 5-frame window. We stack the two-frame predictions to obtain trajectories for each test sequence. We report the Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) [37] averaged over all overlapping 5-frame snippets of the test sequences. We also report t rel -average translational RMSE drift (%) on trajectories of length 100-800m, and r rel -average rotational RMSE drift (deg /100m) on trajectories of length 100-800m, as described by [16] . We present these metrics and compare against other learning based monocular and stereo methods in Tables 1 and 2. In addition, in Section 4.4 we also evaluate the performance of the depth estimation component. We use the quantitative depth evaluation to illustrate the counter-intuitive dependency between jointly optimizing depth and pose. The depth evaluation is done using the Eigen test split [38] of the KITTI raw dataset, which consists of 697 depth images.
To explore self-supervised learning of monocular SfM at scale, we consider two additional urban driving datasets in this work. We experiment with pre-training our model on the publicly available CityScapes dataset [41] (88K images), and introduce a new urban driving dataset consisting of 24 sessions and 1 million images that will be made publicly available. We first filter the dataset of redundant sequential images by simply thresholding on the difference of JPEG payload size, and use the remaining images as training data. Following the pre-training step, we fine-tune on the KITTI dataset, this time using sequences 01, 02, 06, 08, 09 and 10 for training and 00, 03, 04, 05 and 07 for testing, to facilitate comparison with other methods (e.g. DVSO [23] ). Finally, we present our results as well as comparisons with other approaches based on direct methods, stereo, or lidar-based in Table 4 .
Implementation details
All our models are implemented in PyTorch [43] , using the Adam optimizer [44] with β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999. Both the depth and the pose networks receive as input images of size 320 × 320 pixels. We set the SSIM weight α = 0.85 and the depth smoothness weight λ = 0.1. We use a batch size of 8 images and train for 200 epochs. We start with learning rates of 1e −3 and 5e −4 for the depth and pose networks respectively, and reduce the learning rates by a factor of 0.5 every 80 epochs. For the regularization and sparsity-inducing data augmentation, we performed an ablation study (more details in Section 4.4) and found a threshold of 20%-40% of the image size and square blocks with sides of 80-100 pixels to work best. Mono 0.014 ± 0.007 0.013 ± 0.009 Vid2Depth [11] Mono 0.013 ± 0.010 0.012 ± 0.011 EPC++(mono) [21] Mono 0.013 ± 0.007 0.012 ± 0.008 GeoNet (Yin et al. [9] ) Mono 0.012 ± 0.007 0.012 ± 0.009 Struct2Depth [12] Mono 0.011 ± 0.006 0.011 ± 0.010 Shen et al [40] Mono 0.0089 ± 0.005 0.0084 ± 0.007
Ours Mono 0.0096 ± 0.002 0.0089 ± 0.002 Table 2 : Comparison to self-supervised learning methods on the KITTI odometry benchmark. We report the following metrics: t rel -average translational RMSE drift (%) on trajectories of length 100-800m, and r rel -average rotational RMSE drift ( • /100m) on trajectories of length 100-800m. The methods are trained on Sequences 00-08 (denoted with * ) and tested on Sequences 09 and 10 (denoted with † ); [22] is trained on Seq. 01, 02, 06, 08, 09 and 10. The results of the methods trained with monocular data were scaled using the scale from the ground truth translation. Table 1 shows our ATE results on Sequences 09 and 10. As can be seen, our method achieves competitive results compared to other learning-based methods. The ATE metric as commonly reported in the literature is averaged over all over overlapping 5-frame snippets, and is not representative of the error across the whole trajectory. Therefore, we also report the average translational RMSE drift (t rel ) and average rotational RMSE drift (r rel ) on trajectories of length 100-800m in Table 2 .
Results on the KITTI odometry benchmark
Our t rel and r rel results are better than related monocular or stereo based learning methods, even though we estimate the transformations on a frame-to-frame basis and do not explicitly account for the errors induced by dynamic objects or occlusions when computing the photometric loss. Our model achieves state-of-the-art results when compared to similar methods due to the use of two complementary modalities: appearance and geometry. In addition, by explicitly regularizing our model during training using the proposed method, we also force the model to learn sparse features which further increase its performance.
We present qualitative results of our method on the test Sequences 09 and 10 in Figure 3 , with more qualitative results on the training sequences in the supplementary materials. We obtain the best results when covering 20% of the input images with random noise.
Ablation study
We present ablation results in Table 3 . The first row represents our baseline, which uses only RGB images as input. The third row shows results using the proposed two-stream network architecture, described in Section 3.2, but without the proposed regularization and sparsity-inducing training methodology. As we can see, the increased modeling power of the pose network leads to even more overfitting during training and increased depth performance at test time. This shows that when optimizing for depth we are effectively interested in letting the pose network overfit as much as possible, at the expense of its test-time generalization performance. Rows 2 and 4 of Table 3 show the performance of the baseline and of the proposed two-stream network architecture with the proposed training methodology: the ego-motion network overfits less at train time, which leads to much better performance at test time. Evaluating depth shows that due to reduced performance of the ego-motion component during training, the performance of the depth network suffers as well.
We also perform an ablative analysis to better understand how our proposed augmentation technique affects performance. Specifically, we vary 2 hyperparameters: the percentage of pixels to cover with noise (10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%) and the size noise patches to apply (we experiment with square patches of size 21x21, 41x41, 61x61, 81x81 and 101x101 pixels, see Figure 2 ). The results are summarized in Figure 4 : the proposed augmentation technique has the desired effect of regularizing the solution and reducing overfitting. We get the best test results when employing an augmentationlevel of 20%-40%, and when using the larger size patches (81x81 and 101x101). When going above 40% augmentation the solution degrades; however we note that, surprisingly, even when replacing 80% of the input image with random noise we are still able to regress the ego-motion.
Does self-supervised learning of ego-motion improve with more data?
To further evaluate our method, we study the effects of self-supervised pre-training on large datasets. We introduce an urban driving dataset of 1 million frames, and show that by pre-training the network with additional data we are able to gradually improve monocular pose estimation performance on a target dataset such as KITTI [16] . Furthermore, we compare these results to pre-training on CityScapes [41] , a dataset similar to KITTI. We show that large amounts of unlabeled driving data can be a scalable alternative to highly curated datasets in the same domain.
As evidenced by previous works [8] , pretraining on the CityScapes dataset [41] (CS) can substantially improve depth and pose estimation performance on the KITTI dataset. In addition, in this work we also investigate how these models scale and perform when self-supervised with larger amounts of Table 4 : Comparison to direct, feature based, and lidar based methods on the KITTI odometry benchmark. We report the following metrics t rel and r rel averaged over trajectories of length 100-800m. † and * represent test and respectively train seq. for our method, as well as for [22, 23] . [48] and [46] are trained on Seq. 00-06 and tested on Seq. 07-10. DeepVO [45] is trained on Seq. 00, 02, 08 and 09. The numbers for [46] are taken from [48] . The results of the methods trained only with Mono data were scaled using ground truth depth scale. Our self-supervised method is not yet competitive with stereo and lidar, but shows a clear trend of improvement with more data, towards closing the gap with these complex methods.
unlabelled video data. For all self-supervised pre-training experiments, we first pretrain our models either on the approximately 80K images of CityScapes (CS) or the 1M urban driving dataset (D1M) (i.e. approximately 50 epochs on CS or 5 epochs on the D1M driving dataset). Subsequently, we fine-tune the model on the target KITTI dataset, using the same protocol as described in Section 4.2.
For a fair comparison we use the KITTI odometry sequences 01, 02, 06, 08, 09, 10 for training and test on sequences 00, 03, 04, 05, 07. When training with the 1M dataset, we notice the benefits of self-supervision at scale and observe noticeable improvements in pose estimation performance. Interestingly, CityScapes (CS) pre-training performs quite well in the ego-motion benchmark despite having pre-trained on a smaller dataset compared to the 1M driving dataset (D1M). This can be attributed to the similarity in domains between CityScapes (CS) and the target KITTI dataset that were both captured in geographically similar regions.
We also present comparisons in Table 4 against direct, traditional and lidar based methods. Our methods falls short of the state-of-the-art results obtained by direct methods such as DVSO [23] or ORB-SLAM2 [37] (i.e. without loop closure and global optimization). We outperform the learningbased method of Velas et al. [46] which relies on Lidar, and our orientation estimates outperform both VISO2 S (stereo based) and LO-NET [48] (Lidar-based). It is also interesting to note that our training performance is on-par with most methods, even though our method is completely selfsupervised and uses only monocular images.
Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of learning monocular ego-motion estimation in a self-supervised setting. We explore the inter-dependence between depth regression and ego-motion estimation in the self-supervised regime, gaining insights into training methodologies when optimizing for egomotion. Leveraging our insights, we propose a new two-stream network architecture along with a sparsity-inducing image augmentation technique that reduces pose overfitting, allowing the network to better generalize. We validate our contributions through extensive comparisons on the standard KITTI benchmark and we show that our method achieves state-of-the-art results. In addition, we also investigate the ability of self-supervised learning methods to scale with unlabeled data by training our method on an urban driving dataset containing 1 million images. We show that through selfsupervised pre-training we are able to achieve additional gains, further narrowing the performance gap between learned and direct ego-motion estimation methods. 
Qualitative Results
We present qualitative results of our method on the training sequences 00-08 of the KITTI [1] odometry benchmark in Figure 1 . 2 Discussion on scaling the monocular predictions
As described in the experimental setup section, in order to be consistent with the experimental protocol of [2, 3] we compute the scaling factor for each prediction by optimizing it over 5-frame long trajectories. However since our network is evaluated on pairs of frames, we have the option of computing the scaling factor using 2-frame trajectories (this is consistent with the way monocular depth methods are evaluated, with the scale being computed for each prediction). We present results when scaling using 2-frame trajectories and when scaling from 5-frame trajectories.
Method ATE Seq 09 ATE Seq 10 t rel train t rel test r rel train r rel test Ours -scale from 5-frame trajectories 0.0096 ± 0.002 0.0089 ± 0.002 1.44 2.92 0.64 1.53 Ours -scale from 2-frame trajectories 0.0083 ± 0.002 0.0075 ± 0.002 1.38 2.92 0.64 1.53 Table 1 : Results of our method when computing scale using 5-frame tranjectories versus 2-frame trajectories. Our method is trained on the KITTI odometry Sequences 00-08. We report ATE on the test sequences 09 and 10, as well as t rel -average translational RMSE drift (%) on trajectories of length 100-800m, and r rel -average rotational RMSE drift ( • /100m) on trajectories of length 100-800m, averaged over the training and testing, respectively.
